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Introduction
S. Chandrasekhar has developed a method basing on the problem of radia-
tive transfer in solving all orders of scattering in a plane parallel atmosphere
of infinite lateral extent of finite depth on the supposition that the phase
function can be expanded by Legendre polynominal. While Sato researched the
problem considering the earths atmosphere of 40 km depth, composed of 4サ105
uumbers of homogeneous spherical shell of 10 cm thickness because he has
calculated the atmospheric density by the accuracy of 10 cm height.
He has prevailed moreover that the phase function can be exactely ex-
pressed by the formula
72 n
甘sinz(on +甘sin'nn
, here n representing the order of the scattering 1. e n- 1 corresponding to
the primary, n- 2 to the secondary scattering etc.
Strictly speaking Chandrasekhar s method can not be applied for the scatter-
ing of any order concluding the primary in the low altitude of the sun for all
over the whole sky, and even if the sun′s altitude is high enough, it is not
applicable for the sky domain especially near the horizon for all orders of
scattering on account of his assumption for the earth!s atmosphere. The main
object to publish this paper is to give precise tables which are called Table 7
in Ref. 4), being not given in it for the convenience of restriction. However to
give abruptly the Table only may be offensive to understand this paper, then
the superposition of some portions in both papers would be permissible.
1. The model of the earth′s atmosphere
As is explained in Introduction the author has restricted the depth of the
earth's atmosphere t0 40 km ln our problem it is indispensable to know the
vertical distribution of atmospheric density. Humphreys gave it at I km inter-
val in summer and winter up to the hei*･ht of 40 km in Ref. I ). The author 
then adopted the mean values of the two as already stated in p. 12 in Ref. 2 ). 
According to this treatment the density at 40 km amounts to 4glm3. It is 
therefore sufficient to regard 40 km height as the upper limit of the earth's 
atmosphere in the question of optical meteorology. 
2. Some notations 
Let O be the earth's centre and O' be any point on its surface. Take a 
point E in the s',ry dome of O'. We have divided the lines in the atmosphe-~e 
intv foLrr e,~tlal parts which pass through O' at the altitude of 0=30*, 60*, and 
900. Let E, , E2' E. be the dividing points. Then Eo is identical with O' and 
E rs on the upper llmit. Consider a point T exposed to the direct solar ray 
in the atrnosphere which can be seen from En (n= O - 4 ). Let A be the angle 
between two planes OO'E and the vertical plane at O' containing the sun's 
ceutre. Let ICO-Fr=6t, and Al be the angle between two planes OET and OO'E. 
Now we divide the sun's total energy into twel-ve ranges denoted by A] A2""" 
"'112 such that the partial energy in each ranb"e rs equal I Io here lo be-
1~;D 2' 
ing the solar constant and D the distance of the earth from the. sun. 
3 . Numerical calculatiou 
The evaluation has been executed for 900 interval ot A between 0<_A~~ 
and 900 interval of A1 between O~A1~271. The value of C1 of the line tan-
gential to the earth's surface is denoted by 61'. We have the following second-
ary scattering intensity, given in Table 1. In the cases of A=0 and A=7r, the 
7r 
nd A ~ are rdentrcal wrth each other all 6 , E,8, 6 t as ex-values for Al=-2 
plained in Ref. 3). 
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Explanation of the Table 
Secondary scattering intensity received at a point O' on the earth's surface 
from an air portion of I m thickness with its centre at E bounded by one 
steradian with its axis at (6.A) direction and its vertex at O', whose air por-
tion being expo~>ed to primary scattering coming from one steradian with its 
vertex at E and the axis at (e,,Af)' here e:' column is applied to the lir*e 
section on the tangential line from E to the earthfs surface between E ar*d the 
tangential point on the surface, and Oi" column is applied to the section be-
tween the latter point and the intersecting point of the upper limit of the 
atmosphere with the tangential line. The sign 61'/' corresponds to the sum of 
IQ 
both values of e *' and ete'. The partial domain is expressed in 10~ ur*it 
12D2 ' 
the total domain given in the last column is the sum of partial divided by 12, 
I 
i. e. expressed in 02 lO~ unit. 
D 
There are some 6 t" columns expressed by the sign s, each of which 
expresses that the section is in the shadow of the earth's body. 
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